Press release, January 18, 2018

Team Olivia acquires Ockelbos Personligaste Assistans
Ockelbos Personligaste Assistans (OP Assistans) has chosen to become a part of Team Olivia,
thereby contributing to the development of our personal assistance offering.
OP Assistans conducts personal assistance in Ockelbo, Sandviken and Gävle since 1998. The
company's founder, Pernilla Hålén and Ola Hålén, who over the years developed the company and
made a significant contribution to the assistance sector, have decided to sell their company to Team
Olivia. OP Assistans currently has more than 70 customers and 550 employees. The acquisition was
completed on January 12, 2018 and brings another well-reputed and quality-oriented assisting
company to Team Olivia.
“We needed a partner with a strong focus on quality, which can preserve our brand and strong value
base. Together we can develop our business organisation to meet the future. We see many benefits
of Team Olivia, and their concept and experience match our needs well”, says Pernilla Hålén and Ola
Hålén.
“OP Assistans is a reputable and established assistance company that has contributed to the
development of the sector since the introduction of the LSS Act. We are extremely proud that we
will jointly continue to develop this well-run business,” comments Ulrica Björnör, Head of Team
Olivia Personal Assistance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
Ulrica Björnör, Head of Personal Assistance, Team Olivia, +46 702 58 09 90

ABOUT TEAM OLIVIA
Team Olivia is one of the largest private care providers in Sweden, Norway and Denmark. We offer services in
personal assistance, individual and family care and home care. Operations are conducted close to our
customers through some 50 local brands in more than 200 business locations. Altogether we are just over
12,000 employees who aim to give people a rich and developing life, based on their needs. For more
information please visit www.teamoliviagroup.se.
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